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Advanced Piracy Search Delisting
Disrupt piracy and direct consumers to legitimate content with CleanSearch
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Pirating of digital content remains widespread. Many content owners rely on 

suppression techniques to minimize distribution of pirated content. These detect 

and take down links to pirate content hosts and may be augmented with volume-

based search delisting to reduce accessibility to pirated content.

While this can significantly lessen the impact of piracy, it can still leave consumers 

exposed to search results that retain links to pirated content. These links may rank 

higher than those for legitimate sources of content and direct consumers to pirate 

sites. This is particularly relevant in a globalized world, where demand for popular 

content (from premium entertainment to sports) has already crossed borders.

Search engines are making in-demand content discoverable across multiple 

locations and languages, sometimes before rights holders have deployed their 

own commercial and distribution strategies. This makes such content particularly 

vulnerable to piracy.

The OpSec Approach

CleanSearch is an advanced search delisting module that decreases consumer 

exposure to pirated links. By mimicking consumer search behavior based on 

location and multi-language, CleanSearch exposes a more complete picture of 

piracy search listings. In addition to identifying and delisting pirate links, 

CleanSearch also calculates relative exposure to legitimate and pirate content, 

providing insights to help inform SEO and PPC campaigns.

The OpSec Difference

In common with other digital content services from OpSec, CleanSearch provides 

enterprise scale online protection but with added business intelligence. It offers a 

significant upgrade to existing volume-based delisting services by delivering unique 

insights into global piracy availability and a consumer-centric view of piracy.

• Global coverage in 60+ countries, it delists pirate links as observed by local 

consumers (local and other languages) to disrupt traffic to pirate sites

• Reduces accessibility to pirate links (even for non-compliant sites) and helps 

improve the prominence of search results for links to legitimate content

• Proprietary Piracy Exposure Score (PES) adds a new perspective on the availability 

of pirated content and its probability of being accessed

• Strategic relationships with major search platforms deliver a market-leading 98% 

compliance rate for delisting on major search engines (Google TCRP member)

• Intelligence on legitimate versus pirate content, highlighting where piracy is 

ranking above legitimate content – and where SEO or PPC can be improved

• Advanced intelligence on consumer demand for content at a localized level, 

helping to better inform content distribution and commercial strategies

• Proven online detection platform and expert multilingual analyst team, with global 

proxy technology to facilitate the localization of search query runs
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Understand the local 

availability of piracy
Uncover unaddressed 

demand for content

Identify and delist 

piracy hotspots

Nudge consumers to 

view legitimate content
Explore insights that 

inform SEO strategies



SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Advanced Piracy Search Delisting

CleanSearch goes beyond volume-based search delisting, recognizing that search 

experience varies from consumer to consumer as well as by country and language. 

Insights from our proprietary Piracy Exposure Score (PES) play a key role.

First, it provides a measure of piracy threat levels by location and the probability of 

consumers accessing pirate versus legitimate content. Second, it offers an objective 

assessment of current program effectiveness as well as improvements over time.

LOCAL CONSUMER PERSPECTIVE

The proprietary OpSec localization technology 

emulates a consumer's online search in 

multiple languages. Secondary languages are 

identified based on language statistics per 

country (i.e. for non-indigenous languages). 

The probability that a consumer in any given 

country will be presented with search results 

for pirate content (rather than legitimate links) 

is calculated and presented by CleanSearch.

PIRACY EXPOSURE SCORE

The Piracy Exposure Score (PES) measures the 

likelihood a consumer will see and click on links 

to pirated content.

It is calculated at various levels, including 

individual search queries, by search engine 

name or their local internet domains, and by 

country. The Piracy Exposure Score offers a way 

to quantify not only the piracy risk to rights 

holders, but also the popularity of their content 

in local markets.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

The primary function of CleanSearch is to go 

beyond volume-based delisting techniques in 

cleaning up consumer experience. But it has 

wider potential value to content owners.

First, it can be used to measure the efficacy of 

anti-piracy efforts in terms of suppression and 

volume-based disruption, with potential use 

as an input to vendor benchmarking. Second, 

it can be used to understand content demand 

and inform SEO and commercial strategies.
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Consumers were half as likely to find           

pirated versions of content within                         

4 weeks of CleanSearch deployment.

Results following the deployment of CleanSearch on Google 

search engine to combat piracy of film and television titles.

see next page 

for examples



REPORTING SPOTLIGHT

Advanced Piracy Search Delisting

OpSec employs a reporting approach that is based on business relevant questions 

to deliver more meaningful, actionable insights into content protection programs. 

CLEANSEARCH REPORTING

CleanSearch offers an interactive suite of reports. These not only illustrate the 

basic parameters and performance of the CleanSearch service (such as volume 

metrics), but also tell a story by starting from business relevant questions. All of

the intelligence generated by CleanSearch is available via our advanced 

reporting portal.

Plotting Piracy Exposure Scores (example opposite)

The map (left) presents a worldwide view of the Piracy Exposure Score. The 

countries are colored from green (low) to red (high), based on the level of piracy 

risk a content rights holder is exposed to in each of the geographies. Users can 

interact with the report to assess countries, search engines, or queries and gain 

perspectives on the risk exposure.

ACTIONABLE BUSINESS INSIGHTS

Our reporting platform takes insights to new levels. For example:

Assessing Search Engines for Piracy Risk (example opposite)

The chart (left) presents a view of piracy risk based on internet traffic to search 

engine domains (X-axis), the Piracy Exposure Score of each domain (Y-axis), and 

the number of links delisted from each of them (indicated by the size of the 

circles). The higher the traffic and Piracy Exposure Score, the greater the risk 

pirate alternatives will be accessed by a larger number of individuals. 

This is an actionable insight that may trigger actions such as targeted delisting 

and SEO campaigns to reduce piracy, while promoting legitimate content in 

specific locations.

OpSec reporting capabilities are   

recognized as industry-leading



Advisory

Services

Expert team of Investigative Services 

professionals for bespoke projects

Online Test Purchase to gather 

evidence and support legal action

Online IP 

Protection

Comprehensive online protection 

across marketplaces, social media, 

apps, websites, and paid search

Features Network Intelligence threat 

clustering technology

Specialist add-on services:

NFT Infringement Takedown of 

infringing non-fungible tokens

Reputational

Protection

Prevention intelligence, detection 

and mitigation of phishing/other 

social engineering scams, plus early 

warning system and monitoring

Also available as an extension to 

online marketplace monitoring 

Digital Content

Protection

Modules available to protect live 

content, video on demand (VoD), 

social media, and user generated 

content, P2P, web based

Available with the CleanSearch 

search engine delisting technology

Specialist add-on services: 

OmniBlock for dynamic takedown 

of live streams (blocking orders)

The OpSec portfolio:

SOLUTION PROFILE

Advanced Piracy Search Delisting

The CleanSearch advanced piracy search delisting technology is available as an 

upgrade to your digital content protection or for program benchmarking. Speak to 

your OpSec Account Manager or Customer Success Manager about adding the 

CleanSearch capability to your plan, or to enhance an existing program.

Specifications subject to change. Errors and omissions excepted (E&OE)

SEARCH 

DELISTING

BRAND READY. OPSEC.

Coverage 60+ countries

Languages multiple languages based on statistics per country 

(i.e. non-indigenous languages)

Compliance Rate >98% on major search engines

Effectiveness Metric Piracy Exposure Score (PES)

(proprietary to OpSec)

Reporting and Analytics comprehensive suite, business relevant reports

CleanSearch is available as an upgrade to existing OpSec

digital content protection modules, including for example:

Digital Asset Protection to augment the monitoring and enforcement 

against piracy of all digital asset types

coverage of linking sites, search engines, 

cyberlockers, direct downloads

Video On-demand Protection to augment the monitoring and enforcement 

against illegal on-demand video streams

coverage of linking sites, KODI add-ons

Live Event Protection to augment the monitoring and enforcement 

against illegal live streams (e.g. sports events)

coverage of linking sites, KODI add-ons, P2P 

streaming, IPTV premium and free playlists


